Bone cells are exposed to dynamic mechanical stimulation that is transduced into cellular responses by mechanotransduction mechanisms. The extracellular matrix (ECM) provides a physical link between loading and bone cells, where mechanoreceptors, such as integrins, initiate mechanosensation. Though this relationship is well studied, the dynamic interplay between mechanosensation, mechanotransduction and cellular responses is unclear. A hybrid-multiscale model combining molecular, cellular and tissue interactions was developed to examine links between integrins' mechanosensation and effects on mechanotransduction, ECM modulation and cell-ECM interaction. The model shows that altering integrin mechanosensitivity threshold (MT) increases mechanotransduction durations from hours to beyond 4 days, where bone formation starts. This is relevant to bone, where it is known that a brief stimulating period provides persistent influences for over 24 hours. Furthermore, the model forecasts that integrin heterogeneity, with respect to MT, would be able to induce sustained increase in peRK baseline > 15% beyond 4 days. This is analogous to the emergence of molecular mechanical memory signalling dynamics. Therefore, the model can provide a greater understanding of mechanical adaptation to differential mechanical responses at different times. Given reduction of bone sensitivity to mechanical stimulation with age, these findings may lead towards useful therapeutic targets for upregulation of bone mass.
As mechanosensation is dependent on ECM material properties such as stiffness, the matrix can alter transfer of mechanical stimulation from tissue to cellular and subcellular levels. It has been demonstrated experimentally and computationally that ECM stiffness determines cellular response, for instance during mesenchymal stem cell differentiation to OBs [26] [27] [28] . Numerous mathematical in silico models, using continuum and microscale approaches, have been used to investigate the link between ECM stiffness and cellular response [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . They illustrate the dependence of cellular responses on cytoskeletal element composed of actin fibres and myosin proteins 34 . Furthermore, they demonstrate how the cellular response alters the ECM's mechanical stiffness. Although those models are successful in predicting cellular responses in line with experimental results, they have limitations. Many are one-dimensional models; their predictions are within narrow limits, and do not yield emergent complex behaviours such as differentiation or molecular memory. Furthermore, models designed to address mechanotransduction by coupling cytoskeletal elements with mechanotransduction biochemical pathways are sparse. A model by Sun et al. included mechanotransduction events leading to the recruitment of YAP-TAZ transcription factors (TFs) . It demonstrated inclusion of biochemical events, further highlighting the importance of understanding the relationships between mechanosensation, cellular response and interaction with the ECM 35 . Dingal and Discher elucidated how modulation of gene expression events linked to ECM collagen fibres and myosin II, had long term effects on ECM stiffness and cell spreading 36 . Therefore, differential modulation of integrin mechanical properties can give rise to distinctive mechanotransduction dynamics which ultimately affect the ECM stiffness. That in turn imposes new conditions which potentially influence OB differentiation decisions. This is believed to be related to cells retention of mechanical memory of previous applied tissue load (AF T ) [37] [38] [39] [40] . To date, a complete understanding of the interplay between active mechanosensing, mechanotransduction and modulation of the ECM material properties remain elusive. This paper investigates the following: the impact modulation of integrins mechanosensitivity, and their population heterogeneity, have on mechanotransduction dynamics; whether this impact is influenced by specific ratios between integrins with different mechaosensitive properties; and finally, what are the consequences on OB response to mechanical stimulation and modulation of tissue material properties. This study illustrates that the mechanosensing properties of integrins are important for maintaining response to AF T . Additionally, it has shown that mechanical molecular memory of previous mechanical signals can emerge due to the presence of heterogeneous integrins population containing 1% of individuals ultrasensitive to AF T .
Results
Modulation of integrins' mechanosensitivity to AF T and its impact on mechanotransduction, and consequently, synthesis of osteogenic proteins was investigated via a hybrid model which coupled a mechanical model and an Agent-Based Model (ABM), hence referred to as Mech-ABM (Fig. 1) .
The key principles of Mech-ABM are outlined here: The applied tissue load (AF T ), which was modelled as a unidirectional constant shear stress, propagates through the ECM to reach the cell's plasma membrane through the anchorage proteins and mechanoreceptors at the interface with the ECM. Integrins are the primary anchorage proteins and mechanoreceptors at the plasma membrane. AF T stretches the integrins, modelled as linear springs, and therefore change their confirmation leading to their priming for full activation. Mechanical excitation drives OB differentiation to OCy and the expression of osteogenic markers such as alkaline phosphatase (ALP), osteopontin (OCP), osteocalcin (OCN) and Bone sialoprotein (BSP), which are also extracellular matrix proteins (ECMp). Each ECMp modulates the material properties of the surrounding ECM by increasing its stiffness. Subsequently transfer of AF T changes due to reduced ECM stretching and therefore mechanosensation via integrins is altered. Integrin activation initiates intracellular mechanotransduction and provides the link between the mechanical and ABM models.
The ABM simulated mechanotransduction events downstream of integrins and focal adhesion kinase (FAK) protein within a spherical OB in a 3D ECM (osteoid, Fig. 1(a) ). The main assumptions within the ABM are summarised below:
• The intracellular molecules were homogenously distributed within their appropriate compartments (cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments) in a well-mixed solution.
• As in the physiological scenario, mechanotransduction is driven by molecule-molecule interaction, which are affected by diffusion; the molecules availability for chemical interaction and modification; and cyclic transitioning between active and dormant states.
• The molecular interactions were modelled stochastically as intracellular biochemical events, focusing on the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) cascade.
• The ERK cascade is heavily regulated by multiple mechanisms, which are not within the scope of the model and therefore were treated via black-box modelling approach.
• Every molecule was modelled as an autonomous agent which diffuses by Brownian motion. Integrins were modelled as static agents homogenously distributed within the plasma membrane.
• Exposure to AF T did not lead to further integrin recruitment, and neither altered their mechanical properties.
Their mechanosensitivities were modified state variables that specified their threshold to AF T (Fig. 2 ).
• The ERK pathway is the principal pathway linking mechanotransduction and osteogenic differentiation.
• Mechanotransduction activation dynamics were represented as magnitudes of activated integrins, ERK and level of the osteogenic ECMps ALP, OCP, OCN and BSP. The mechanical model simulated and computed the biomechanics at the tissue level, where the tissue was exposed to a constant unidirectional shear stress. The model quantified the forces exerted at specific areas on the plasma membrane, where integrins resided ( Fig. 1(b) ). The ABM simulated molecular events downstream of integrin mechanoreceptors in a spherical osteoblast responding to mechanical stimulation imposed at the ECM. The enlarged box shows the cascade simulated by the ABM which focused on biochemical mechanotransduction. This recruited the ERK pathway and its induced osteogenic gene expression events. These involved TF Runx2 recruitment, and its ensemble to express osteogenic ECM genes. Their corresponding mRNA and proteins were produced and the latter were deposited in the surrounding ECM. (b) A representation of the mechanical model; at the tissue level a unidirectional and constant shear stress was applied and was propagated through the ECM. The mechanical force was transferred to the interface between the cell and the ECM, resulting in cell and plasma membrane compression. Integrins resided at the interface, and the opposing stretch forces at the ECM and the plasma membrane were triggers for integrin activation. The values of the forces were computed and quantified by the mechanical model. The enlarged box illustrates the required parameters to calculate the forces generated on individual integrin-agents. The two models communicated every iteration which was equivalent to 1 s. The arrows between the two models represent these communications and the input/output parameters. A ten-fold change in integrin mechanosensitivity threshold (MT) determines the duration of mechanotransduction. Modulation of integrins mechanosensitivity to applied force and its impact on mechanotransduction and synthesis of osteogenic proteins were investigated via four models (Table S1 ). Different Integrin dimers exhibit diverse mechanosensitivity characteristics, these are mostly reported in the literature via qualitative measures and there is no direct quantification of AF T . Nonetheless, Elosegui-Artola et al. have shown that integrin mechanosensation is related to a threshold relative to AF T
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. MT was defined as a numerical value of mechanical load that an integrin is exposed to: If AF T 's value was equal or above MT, it leads to integrins activation (Fig. 2) . Initially modulation of MT was examined using two models where integrin populations were homogeneous with respect to MT. In the first model MT was set to 10% of AF T (sensitive model (SM)); the second MT was set to 1% of AF T (ultrasensitive model (USM)). The two models had no statistically significant difference during their initial activation phases (Fig. 3) , with both models displaying similar distribution of active integrins in the initial 70 min (Fig. S1 ). However, after 2 h, the two models diverged; with no active integrins remaining in the SM, while in the USM, integrin activation persisted even beyond 96 h (4 days) of stimulation ( Fig. 3(A) ). Nonetheless, in the USM, active integrin levels were significantly reduced in comparison to the initial 70 min of activation (Fig. S2) . Full integrin activation initiates mechanotransduction by activating the FAK arm which stimulates the ERK pathway, which is considered as the main osteogenic signalling pathway. Therefore, the impact of modulating integrins' mechanosensitivity on mechanotransduction events was examined via monitoring pERK activation dynamics (Fig. 3(B) ). In the initial 60 min, pERK levels were not statistically significant (Fig. S3 ). Nonetheless, with SM pERK levels started to decline at 93 ± 10 min, and reduced to 0 at 360 ± 7 min. Conversely, using the USM ERK activation was sustained and continued past 4 days, nonetheless these pERK levels were significantly lower compared to observations in the initial 60 min (Fig. S4) .
ERK initiates osteogenic gene expression events leading to expression and secretion of the osteogenic markers, these are also ECMp. Thus, the effect of altering integrins mechanosensitivity on mechanotransduction was further assessed via monitoring levels of deposited osteogenic ECMps. With the SM, synthesis of the corresponding ECMps was significantly reduced and eventually plateaued (Fig. 3(C) ). However, when the USM was examined, ECMp synthesis and deposition continued past 4 days (Fig. 3(D) ). These results demonstrated that modulation of integrin sensitivity to mechanical load, impacts the duration of mechanotransduction and protein synthesis. Moreover, those results illustrated that the relation between integrin mechanosensitivity and mechanotransduction is monotonic.
A fraction of integrin population is required for mechanotransduction maintenance and extracellular matrix proteins synthesis and deposition. The impact of mechanosensitivity heterogeneity, within an integrin population, on mechanotransduction and ECMp deposition were investigated using two models, where integrin populations were heterogeneous (HM). This was achieved by combining ultrasensitive and sensitive integrins within one population. In one model, the integrin population ratio was 1:10 whereby for 1 ultrasensitive integrin there were 10 sensitive integrins (10%-HM); in the other, the ultrasensitive-to-sensitive Figure 2 . The principle of integrin mechanosensitivity threshold (MT). At the tissue level, the bone is exposed to mechanical loading, which is transferred through the ECM to cells via the integrin mechanoreceptors. Integrins were shown to sense forces at values which are 2-10 pN and are proposed to have an activation threshold for sensing the ECM stiffness 41 . The MT in the Mech-ABM was set to a value proportional to applied AF T (blue dotted line). MT was a memory variable for each integrin-agent in the ABM. The mechanical model calculated the numerical value of force applied on individual integrin-agents. Any force value that was equal to or above MT (the green area) triggered integrin activation and initiated mechanotransduction events downstream integrins which satisfied this rule. Force values that were below MT (the orange area) were undetectable by integrins which were, therefore, not activated; consequently, no mechanotransduction initiation occurred downstream of these insensitive integrins. The black dotted line demonstrates the reduction of the force magnitude applied on integrins due to increased stiffness of the ECM.
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(2019) 9:13113 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-47958-z www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ heterogeneity was changed to 1:100 ratios respectively (1%-HM). The ratios were chosen based on Elosegui-Artola et al. who demonstrated that a fivefold ratio between two integrin populations (αvβ6 and α5β1) impacted cellular mechanosensation 41 . Firstly, the mechanotransduction dynamics were compared between the homogeneous USM and the 10%-HM. Two mechanotransduction phases emerged in the homogeneous USM. An initial phase (0-93 ± 10 min) characterised by activation of 49.8 ± 1.0% of integrins at E max , achieving pERK's E max and a rate of ECMp production of 13 ECMp/min (Fig. 4(A) ). The second phase was typified by maintaining integrin activation, pERK formation and ECMp productions; but compared to the initial phase; there was a significant reduction in activated integrins and pERK levels, and an increased rate of ECMp synthesis (33 ECMp/min). The 10%-HM also generated biphasic activation dynamics. The initial phase was not significantly different from USM (Figs S1 and S3). Activated integrin levels after mechanical stimulation were similar for both models as observed via the distribution of active integrins during the initial 60 min (Fig. S1) . However, by 16 h, the two models exhibited different activation behaviour. While the USM sustained high levels of active integrins (Figs 4(A) and S1b)), 10%-HM showed a significant drop in active integrin levels (Fig. S1b) ). Active integrin levels post 16 h were significantly lower than during the initial ~65 min in 10%-HM (Figs 4(A) and S2).
Intriguingly however, when mechanotransduction was examined via assaying pERK activation dynamics, the difference between the two models had less impact than what we observed with integrin levels (Figs 4(B) and S3). In both models pERK levels were significantly lower in the second activation phase compared to the initial phase (Fig. S4) . With respect to the rate of ECMp deposition, both models displayed no statistically significant www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ difference in total ECMp number at day 4. Additionally, the rate of ECMp synthesis was not significantly different between the two models when the rate of ECMp synthesis was assayed across three activation stages (Table S1) .
From these data we infer that a fraction of the integrin population with a low mechanosensitivity threshold (i.e. ultrasensitive integrins), can propagate and maintain mechanotransduction events, and can elicit maximal intracellular events.
Emergence of mechanical memory is associated with heterogeneity of mechanosensitivity within the integrin population. Using a heterogeneous integrin population comprising 1% ultrasensitive integrins (1%-HM), mechanical memory emerged (i.e. the ability for a cell to encode intracellularly previous mechanical stimulations as a form of memory to determine future responses). Residual mechanotransduction activity persisted although the mechanical load on integrins and integrin activity were insignificant compared to initial conditions at t 0 . The detected integrin activation dynamics were triphasic. These constituted of a rapid yet short lived activation initial phase where E max was reached at 25 ± 7 min; a slow deactivation second phase; and a stable third phase (reached at 290 ± 50 min) characterised by sustained integrin activation persisting for beyond Comparisons between the ultrasensitive model (USM) and the heterogeneous model (10%-HM) of integrin mechanosensitivity, revealed that mechanotransduction maintenance depends on a fraction of total integrin population. (A) Illustration of the integrins activation behaviour of USM and 10%-HM within the initial 60 min and beyond 8 h of mechanical stimulation. At 0-60 min, the two models demonstrated similar activation behaviour and statistical analysis illustrated no significant difference between the two models. Response to mechanical stimulus and integrin activation was persistent past 4 days, nonetheless, the level of active integrins mediating mechanotransduction events were significantly lower in 10%-HM. (B) Mechanotransduction presented as pERK levels. At the initial phase (0-60 min), both models exhibited similar pERK activation dynamics where pERK maximal response was achieved during the first 7 ± 2 min after mechanical stimulation was applied, and pERK levels were sustained during the initial 60 min. Statistical analysis indicated no significant difference between the two models. After 16 hours, pERK levels were significantly reduced, yet mechanotransduction and pERK activation were maintained beyond 96 h (4 days). pERK levels were statistically lower in the 10%-HM in comparison to the homogeneous sensitive model. (C,D) Stacked bars illustrating the levels of accumulated ECMp overtime, it displays the four ECMps (OPN, OCN, ALP and BSP) at hourly intervals. There was no statistically significant difference between the two models for the four ECMps. Mechanical stimulation at the tissue level was a constant unidirectional shear stress. Data shown from one simulation (n = 1). Ultrasensitive model refers to Mech-ABM where integrin mechanosensitivity threshold was 1% of AF T , while the 10%-HM is a heterogenous model where the ratio between ultrasensitive and sensitive integrins was 1:10. (Fig. S5a) ). During the third activation phase, the active integrin levels were significantly lower than the initial phase and 5% of E max or lower (12 ± 2 molecules, Fig. 5 ). Mechanotransduction events were examined via levels of activated pERK, and the triphasic activation dynamics were also observed. E max (669 ± 27 molecules) was reached within 7 ± 2 min during the initial activation phase. This was followed by a second slow deactivation phase persisting for 340 ± 70 min, which was ensued by a sustained pERK formation post 96 h (4 days) where pERK levels were ≥ 5% of pERK's E max (Fig. S5b) . Nonetheless, during the third phase, the instances where pERK levels were below 5% of pERK's E max were 35%. This activation pattern was also reflected in the number and rate of ECMp synthesised, with a 7 ± 3 molecule/min rate of synthesis in the initial stage during the initial 60 minutes, the rate significantly increased to 23 ± 9 molecules/min, then reduced to 5 ± 2 molecules/min.
Discussion
This study presents a novel hybrid 3D model of mechanosensation and mechanotransduction (Mech-ABM) that integrates mechanoreciprocity and links mechanosensation and mechanotransduction. It demonstrated that integrins' mechanosensing properties were important for maintaining response to applied mechanical load. The study also highlighted that heterogeneity of integrin mechanical properties are determinants of mechanotransduction dynamics. Moreover, the Mech-ABM illustrated how Integrins' mechanosensation in conjunction with ERK pathway contributed to the emergence of mechanical memory.
The Mech-ABM model simulated mechanotransduction events downstream of integrins, triggering the ERK pathway and ERK-dependent osteogenic gene expression events. These involved Runx2 activation and Figure 5 . Mechanosensitivity heterogeneity in integrin population, contributes to the emergence of molecular mechanical memory of previous mechanical stimulation. The overall activation dynamics exhibited by the 1% HM Mech-ABM, during constant unidirectional shear stress mechanical stimulation. (A) A representation of active integrin levels over 24 h. Integrin activation was triphasic characterised by an accelerated activation at the initial phase (0-60 min), followed by deactivation phase and succeeded by a sustained activation phase which was maintained beyond 24 h. (B) Activated ERK (pERK) also demonstrated a triphasic activation behaviour, where the initial phase was characterised by ultrasensitive response to reach E max within 6.69 ± 3 min. The maximal pERK levels were briefly maintained (100 ± 11 min) followed by gradual reduction. The third phase was characterised by the maintenance of pERK levels and the establishment of a new pERK baseline that lasted >96 h (4 days). This baseline was 80 ± 20 fold increase of pERK levels at t 0 and 3 ± 0.8% of its E max . Although the 1% ultrasensitive integrin population was unable to maintain high level of pERK, however, it was capable of maintaining an adequate level of pERK beyond 24 h (and 4 days). www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ TFs recruitment. Some of the emergent behaviour in Mech-ABM replicated physiological behaviours previously observed in in vitro experimentation and in silico models (Fig. 6) . These include the spare receptor theory, Raf-MEK-ERK pathway activation dynamics, and ERK oscillatory activation behaviour [42] [43] [44] [45] . Those demonstrated Mech-ABM ability to capture physiological phenomena.
Previous in silico mechanical models and in vitro experimentation demonstrated that modifying focal adhesions (FAs) components altered mechanosensation behaviour and final cellular outcome 46 . Yet there is no agreement on the precise mechanical conditions and combinations within FAs to induce mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) differentiation to particular cell type, let alone OB to OCy. Some of the proposed mechanical conditions and regimes applied are contradictory 25, 47 . The Mech-ABM equally illustrated that modulation of integrin mechanosensitivity impacts mechanotransduction dynamics. Moreover, this study demonstrated that modulation of the integrin population's mechanosensation properties influences mechanotransduction activation patterns. Therefore, it predicts that the contradictions observed experimentally can be due to differential expression of FAs with varied mechanosensitive properties at the cell membrane. This is plausible considering that Horton et al. demonstrated that FA, and in particular integrins, are dynamic entities under constant turnover and differentially expressed 21 . One of these is the β1 integrin subunit. Correspondingly, cell specific deletion of the β1 integrin subunit in mice bone was detrimental to osteogenesis and bone development, leading to reduced bone mass in adult mice 13 . In agreement with Dingal et al., and Sun et al., our model suggests a nontrivial role of the soluble arm of mechanotransduction 35, 36 . Previous models examining the link between mechanical stimulation and mechanosensitivity emphasised the role of FA complexes, myosin and actin filaments and their cooperation. Although it is known that adhesion complexes are comprised of several proteins which yield different mechanical properties; these are usually ignored 46, 48 . This is understandable given the combinatorial complexity introduced as the number of proteins increases 49, 50 . Nevertheless, the effect of modifying interactions was still observed when several mechanical models modified integrin-talin exchange rate; consequently, switching integrin binding interaction from integrin-actin to integrin-fibronectin. Hence cellular mechanosensation was modified 8, 22 . By incorporating osteogenic proteins expression events altering ECM stiffness, the Mech-ABM shed light on dynamic mechanoreciprocity between OB and the surrounding ECM. It forecasted that mechanotransduction establishes the molecular conditions allowing for subsequent mechanical-dependent cellular responses (e.g. differentiation to OCys). Sun et al. gene-network model also demonstrated that modulation of mechanotransduction through protein gene expression networks impact ECM stiffness 35 . Nonetheless their model utilised YAP-TAZ dependent gene expression events and modulated collagen and myosin levels to control stiffness. Similar to Sun et al., this study showed that mechanotransduction and stiffness shape the maintenance of cellular response to mechanical stimulation (even after 4 days). Their model showed that gene-expression network modification allows for prediction of cellular response and tissue level impact. Nonetheless, ECM stiffness does not influence cellular outcome by itself; a degree of system stochasticity is also needed as was alluded to by Peng et al. with their stochastic mechanotransduction model 46, 51 . This was confirmed by the Mech-ABM which integrates noisy mechanotransduction events even under constant AF T This study demonstrated that mechanosensitive properties, particularly integrins' mechanosensation, are required for mechanotransduction maintenance. This is a key finding because the major factor inter-linking mechanosensation, mechanotransduction and ECM modulation is yet to be established 52 . MSCs and MLO5 www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ differentiation to OCys, on varied ECM stiffness is a prolonged process 53 , thus mechanosensation and mechanotransduction maintenance is necessary for its completion. The current view is that cytoskeletal mechanosensitivity is related to ECM stiffness 8, 46 . However, Mech-ABM illustrated that integrin AF T threshold was of particular importance; a 10-fold increase in integrin mechanosensitivity enhanced mechanotransduction maintenance from 93 ± 10 min to >96 h. This is consistent with the in silico work of Nicolas et al. which demonstrated that external force threshold exists for FAs, determining their stability, size, and consequently the cellular response to applied strain 38, 54 . The Mech-ABM also proposed a connection between mechanosensation, mechanotransduction and emergence of mechanical memory. There is accumulating evidence on the role of the TF coactivator YAP/TAZ and microRNAs (miRs) in the emergence of mechanical memory in cells [55] [56] [57] . Nonetheless the upstream mediators and the network linking mechanoreceptors and these molecules have not been characterised. The Mech-ABM illustrated that heterogeneity of integrin's mechanosensitivity contributed to the emergence of mechanical memory. It pointed to pERK as a candidate factor with the establishment of new pERK baseline that was sustainable for longer than 4 days. In vivo and in vitro observations in neuronal cells support this, where the establishment of new pERK baseline is vital for development of neuronal memory to previous excitations, termed long-term potentiation (LTP). Interestingly osteoblasts and osteocytes possess much of the molecular apparatus required for the same LTP-based memory properties in the CNS [58] [59] [60] . Moreover, there are connections between YAP/TAZ and miRs and the MAPK module. YAP/TAZ is recruited by pERK in mechanically induced osteogenic differentiation of MSCs 61 ; the expression of the pERK-dependent TF ELK1 is modulated by miR143-3p; while miR21 is involved in ERK pathway negative feedback loops at the level of TFs such as ELK, Spry and MLK1. The latter mediates mechanical memory in lung fibroblasts. In Mech-ABM, alteration of ERK and MEK activation dynamics, via feedback mechanisms, affected the establishment of new pERK baseline, magnitude and oscillatory dynamics. MAPK feedback loops were previously shown to induce "memory modules" 62, 63 . Therefore, pERK activation dynamics can be a mechanism that cells utilise to store previous mechanical events and thus oversee the completion of MSC and OB osteogenic differentiation.
Limitations
This research has generated some plausible predictions on the ways in which mechanical forces influence bone adaptation. We are aware that some assumptions made are different from physiology, and we recognise that they impose limitations on the way that our data can be interpreted. The main simplistic biological assumption is that OBs are the mechanosensing cells. While there is clear evidence for the ability of OBs to respond to loading, it is clear that OCy are likely to be the dominant mechanosensors 64 . Surface strain is a useful predictor of tissue loading, but it is inferior as a sensing system to one in which strain sensors are embedded within the whole of the tissue, and exposed to 3D strain-related information. However, modelling of interactions between OBs and OCys is beyond the scope of the current study.
We also acknowledge that Mech-ABM validation is difficult due to numerous parameters and molecules integrated within the model. However, we have conducted sensitivity analyses on several parameters within the model, which demonstrate its robustness and enhances Mech-ABM credibility, but that work is still ongoing. Furthermore, presently there are aspects within the model which cannot be validated experimentally due to the lack of efficient technology, for instance the precise modulation of a protein activation cycle switch (ACS), and the exact expression of 1% ultrasensitive integrin dimers. Nonetheless, the ability of Mech-ABM to replicate physiological phenomena as emergent behaviour such as the spare receptor concept 43 , the activation dynamics of the Raf-MEK-ERK module as specified by Ferrell et al. 42, 65 , and the oscillatory behaviour of nuclear-cytoplasmic ERK as illustrated by Shankaran et al. 45 , are encouraging. Other limitations of Mech-ABM include its focus on mechanotransduction propagation through intracellular signalling without integrating interplay with cytoskeletal elements. Therefore, commenting on the role of cytoskeletal elements in the emergence of mechanical memory is also outside the scope of the paper. The OB in the model was an idealised spherical cell, and the ABM rules did not include changes in its morphology as ECM elasticity increased. Though we report the long-term effect of mechanical reciprocity on mechanotransduction dynamics, the ECMp agents increased ECM elasticity in equal manner. However, physiologically ECMps possess different biochemical properties, thus alter ECM elasticity differently.
conclusion
The study demonstrated that heterogeneity in the mechanical properties of integrins is fundamental in dictating osteoblast activity due to mechanical stimulation, as well as contributing to the emergence of mechanical memory. The results also forecast that small number of ultrasensitive integrins is capable of sustaining mechanotransduction for prolonged periods, thus this investigation suggests an explanation to why we are far from finding unified mechanical routines to mediate particular cell responses or faiths. These findings open the door to refinement of current mechanoregulation experiments, whereby integration of assays measuring the level of the different integrin dimers, expressed in the plasma membrane, will become essential. Consequently a path towards unified mechanical routines to mediate particular cell responses will be achieved. The work also has the potential to significantly impact scaffold biomaterial designs to create artificial niches, thus influencing the field organs-on-chips.
Methods
This section is divided into two parts to describe the hybrid model, which is subsequently referred to as the mechano-agent based model (Mech-ABM). The first part describes the ABM that simulates cellular and molecular scales (Fig. 1(a) ); while the second describes the mechanical model simulating events at the tissue level ( Fig. 1(b) ). Communication between the two models is maintained in discrete time-steps. The mechanical model The Mech-ABM examined the effects of modulating integrins mechanical properties on mechanotransduction and mechanoreciprocity. Specifically it examined the impact of integrins' mechanosensitivity and its heterogeneity within the integrin population on (1) mechanotransduction dynamics, (2) modulation of tissue material properties and (3) OB response to mechanical stimulation 39 . Mechanosensitivity threshold (MT) was defined as a numerical value of mechanical load that an integrin is exposed to. If AF T 's value was equal to or above the MT threshold, it led to integrins activation (Fig. 2) .
The agent-based model (ABM).
A detailed summary of the ABM is provided here. Nonetheless, an extensive description of the ABM is included within the supplementary material and can also be accessed via (web-link). The latter was tailored to the standard protocol describing ABMs: the Overview, Design concepts and Description (ODD) 66 . The ABM was based on molecular interactions between intracellular molecules (Table 1) . Briefly, mechanotransduction is downstream of integrins and triggered by mechanical stimulation imposed at the extracellular matrix (ECM) (Fig. 1(a) ). The ERK cascade (Raf-MEK-ERK) is the principal mechanotransduction pathway which links cytoplasmic events to the nucleus and osteogenic genes expression via the interaction of RUNX2 TF. Consequently genes for osteogenic markers such as alkaline phosphatase (ALP), osteopontin (OPN), osteocalcin (OCN) and Bone sialoprotein (BSP) are transcribed and, thereafter, translated into their corresponding proteins (ECMp). ECMps were subsequently deposited in the surrounding ECM adjusting its stiffness. All those molecules were modelled as agents and each deposited ECMp individually increased ECM elasticity (ECMelasticmod) by 0.001. The agents were assumed to be within a well-mixed volume and homogeneously distributed within the cell membrane, cytoplasm and the nucleus. The number of molecules was determined from the literature (supplementary information (1) Initial parameters). The ABM was run for the equivalent to 4 days in real time.
The ABM was implemented using the generic ABM framework Flexible Large Agent-Based Modelling Environment (FLAME). It schedules agents interactions in discrete time-steps as described previously 67 . A time-step was defined as one second. After the time-step execution, FLAME communicates with the mechanical model. Every molecule-agent is an autonomous communicating X-machine 67, 68 governed by transition functions which are executed serially by the agents.
Transition functions determine molecular behaviours and interactions, controlling molecules' state transitions from dormant to active states and vice versa as modelled previously [69] [70] [71] . Transition functions included binding interaction (Fig. S6), movement (Fig. S7 ) and agents' re-activation cycles (ACS, Fig. S8 ). Figure S9 is a stategraph representing the scheduling process between the different transition functions. The model algorithms, detailed state-transition graphs and flowcharts are accessible via UniDrive Link and GitHub.
Molecular Agent
Numbers of agents at t 0 Total number of agents 8892 Table 1 . Number of protein agents included in the ABM at time 0(t 0 ). The numbers of proteins were derived from the concentrations of the corresponding proteins which were obtained from the literature (see Supplementary information (1) Initial parameters) The concentrations were converted into moles and then to total number of protein molecules using Avogadro's number following the procedure outlined in Shuaib et al.
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. The number of agents in active state and distribution in both the cytoplasm and nucleus are shown. The number of mRNA-agents and their corresponding ECM proteins are low at t 0 , however, with time their number significantly increase due to increased production as mechanotransduction propagates.
The agents were heterogeneous and their heterogeneity arises from: agents' occupancy of different states; spatial separation and compartmentalisation into either the cytoplasm or the nucleus; and stochastic updates of every agent's global and local variable over time; specifically the Activation Cycle Switch (ACS) variable 67, 69, 72 . This stochasticity was implemented by random selection of numerical values from either uniform or Gaussian distributions. The distribution selected depended on the modelled parameter, and the agent (Supplementary  information (1) ). For instance, numerical values of parameters ACS and agent's interaction radius were extracted from uniform distributions, while rate of protein syntheses was extracted from a Gaussian distribution.
Agents' common state and global variables are listed in Table 2 . Integrins mechanosensitivity threshold is a pivotal state variable and it was examined using four models (Table S1 ). In models one and two, the integrin population was homogeneous with respect to the mechanosensitivity threshold; while the third and fourth models were heterogeneous (HM). The first mechanosensitivity threshold was set to 10% of AF T (sensitive model (SM)), while the second threshold was set to 1% of AF T (ultrasensitive model (USM)). In the third model, the integrin population was divided into ultrasensitive and sensitive agents with a ratio of 1:10 respectively (10%-HM), while in the fourth model the heterogeneity was changed to 1:100 ratios (1%-HM).
Emergent behaviour related to activation dynamics variables of an agent population were monitored and analysed. These were: maximal magnitude of agents' active state (E max ), time to achieve E max (t-E max ), half E max (EC 50 ), time to achieve EC 50 (t-EC 50 ) and magnitude of deposited ECMp levels individually and collectively. The emergence of molecular memory was also of interest. These variables were sampled at every 100 th time-step to minimise the signal noise without compromising on detail of the simulation output.
Molecular events occur within 3D space. The distance between two pixels was calibrated to 1 nm 67, 69 . Adopting the OB's physiological volume would have led to agent numbers to be in magnitude of millions; substantially increasing computational costs and model run time. Hence, to minimise this drawback, total cell volume and cellular and nuclear radii were attuned to 1% of the average OB volume 73 . It was previously shown that such an approach had an insignificant influence on altering interaction dynamics in intracellular ABMs 69, 74 . The spatiality was partitioned to extracellular environment (ECM), plasma membrane, cytoplasm, nuclear membrane and the nucleus ( Fig. 1(a) ).
Mechanical model. The normal stress at the interface of the cell and the ECM can be determined from the Here, η = µ C /µ M is the ratio of shear moduli of the cell (µ C ) and the ECM (µ M ) and k = αR/µ M is non-dimensional ratio relating the stiffness of the interface to the elasticity of the ECM. Specifically, α is the spring constant in both normal and tangential directions and the interface is considered to behave as a linear spring. Finally, R is the cell radius, σ xy,∞ is the uniform shear stress applied at an infinitely large distance from the cell and θ and φ are spherical polar angles. It is assumed here that this stress is mediated through integrins, which are of equal size. Each of N equal-sized integrins will cover an area equal to 4πR 2 /N and a circle possessing the same area has radius a = 2 R/ N 1/2 . If the number of integrins is large, this circular patch is small, and the variation in the normal stress σ rr over this area can be neglected. For example, with N = 500 integrins the term sin 2 θ sin 2φ varies, on average, less than 7.5% of its maximum value over the cell's surface. Thus, the force on the integrin is πa 2 σ rr where a is the integrin radius. The total number of ECMp deposited regulates the elastic moduli of the ECM. Integrin 3D coordinates are taken from the ABM and used to determine numerical values of force exerted on individual integrin agents (Fig. 1) . 
